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Key Points:6

• Simultaneous 1-minute values can differ, but the distributions of the north and7

south polar cap indices over 1998-2018 are very similar8

• Both indices give significantly higher correlations with the predicted voltage of open9

flux generation and with observed transpolar voltage10

• Both indices show a Russell-McPherron effect plus a northward-IMF lobe recon-11

nection effect that is predominantly in the summer hemisphere12
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Abstract13

The IAGA-endorsed Polar Cap Indices for the northern and southern hemispheres, PCN14

and PCS, are compared for 1998-2018, inclusive. Potential effects of the slightly-different,15

and changing, magnetic coordinates of the two magnetic stations employed, Thule (Qaanaaq)16

in Greenland and Vostok in Antarctica, are investigated. It is shown that the agreement17

in overall behaviour of the two indices is very close indeed but that PCS consistently cor-18

relates slightly better with solar wind parameters than PCN. Optimum lags for these cor-19

relations are 19 min for 1-min data and 37 min for hourly averages. The correlations are20

significantly highest for the predicted magnetopause reconnection voltage, which is a lin-21

ear predictor of PCN and PCS for all 1-hour data and for all but the largest 0.1% of 1-22

min values. The indices show lower correlation and marked non-linearity (tending to sat-23

uration) at all levels with the estimated magnetopause reconnection electric field or the24

estimated power input into the magnetosphere. The PCN index is shown to correlate25

closely with the transpolar voltage measured by the northern-hemisphere SuperDARN26

radar network and both PCN and PCS clearly show the Russell-McPherron effect of dipole27

tilt and the Y -component of the interplanetary magnetic field. However the patterns in28

time-of-year and Universal Time (UT ) are complicated by lobe reconnection during northward-29

IMF, the effect of which on the indices is shown to be predominantly a summer hemi-30

sphere phenomenon and gives a UT dependence on the IMF Y -component that is pre-31

dicted theoretically.32

Plain Language Summary33

The Polar Cap Indices are generated from geomagnetic recordings made at Thule34

(Qaanaaq) in Greenland and Vostok in Antarctica and are used as monitors of the cou-35

pling of solar wind energy and momentum into Earth’s magnetosphere. These stations36

are at similar locations relative to the nearby magnetic poles of the Earth but there are37

small differences, the effect of which is investigated. There has been debate about the38

processing of the data to generate the indices and the extent to which the results from39

the two hemisphere do - and should - agree with each other. It is shown that the over-40

all agreement of the northern and southern hemisphere indices is very good indeed. It41

has been proposed that these indices reflect a number of aspects of coupling of the so-42

lar wind and Earth’s magnetosphere, but it is shown here that they are optimum indi-43

cators of the voltage generated by magnetic reconnection between the geomagnetic field44

and the interplanetary magnetic field. This is shown to be consistent with the variations45

of the indices with time-of-year and time-of-day.46

1 Introduction47

1.1 The Polar Cap Index Stations48

The Polar Cap Indices (PCI) are compiled using data from one magnetometer sta-49

tion in each hemisphere, each close to the geomagnetic pole (Stauning, 2021a, 2021b; Troshichev,50

2022). The northern hemisphere index, PCN, is from observations made at the Thule51

(Qaanaaq) in Greenland (IAGA code THL: geographic coordinates 77.47◦N, -69.23◦E)52

and the southern hemisphere index, PCS, is from observations made at Vostok (IAGA53

code VOS: geographic coordinates -79.45◦N, 106.87◦E). (IAGA is the International As-54

sociation of Geomagnetism and Aeronomy, one of the eight associations of the Interna-55

tional Union of Geodesy and Geophysics). Over the years studied in this paper (1998-56

2018) there has been a relatively rapid motion of the Northern geomagnetic (eccentric57

dipole) pole towards the rotational axis and much slower motion of the Southern pole58

(Koochak & Fraser-Smith, 2017; Lockwood et al., 2021). This has resulted in different59

motions of the stations in geomagnetic coordinates. This paper employs the Altitude-60

Adjusted Corrected Geomagnetic Coordinate system AACGMv2 (Shepherd, 2014) and61

the magnetic coordinates of the two stations in this frame are given in Table 1 for the62
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Table 1. AACGMv2 magnetic coordinates of the PCI stations Thule (THL) and Vostok (VOS)

Year Lat. Lat. Long Long
◦N ◦N ◦E ◦E

THL VOS THL VOS

1998 85.17 -83.34 32.28 54.86
2010 84.40 -83.58 28.31 55.48
2021 83.67 -83.80 24.24 55.93

start, middle and end years of the period studied. This shows 1.50◦ equatorward mo-63

tion of THL in the geomagnetic frame over the interval, while VOS moved 0.46◦ pole-64

ward. Over the same interval, THL moved 8.04◦ westward in this frame whereas VOS65

moved 1.07◦ eastward.66

AACGMv2 coordinates at the Earth’s surface are essentially a map of the higher-67

order International Geophysical Reference Field (IGRF) model to a simple tilted, cen-68

tred dipole model. This mapping is performed by tracing an IGRF field line (using the69

IGRF model appropriate to the date in question) to the dipole magnetic equatorial plane70

and then tracing the dipole field line from that point back to the surface. A way to fur-71

ther understand the locations of the PCI stations, relative to the magnetic poles, is to72

compare the geographic coordinates of the station with those of the nearby magnetic pole:73

to do this, we need to be clear about which type of magnetic pole we are comparing with.74

Parts (a) and (d) of Figure 1 are maps showing the locations of the PCI magne-75

tometer stations, THL and VOS. Also shown are the locations of the magnetic poles for76

1980, 2000 and 2020. The blue dots are the pole locations for a geocentric dipole model,77

obtained by taking the first three terms of the spherical harmonic expansion (the “Gauss78

coefficients”) of the IGRF model. The mauve dots are for a more realistic eccentric dipole79

model, obtained by using the first 8 IGRF Gauss coefficients. It can be seen in part (d)80

that VOS lies very close to the south geocentric pole, particularly around the year 2000.81

However, part (a) shows that THL lies equatorward of the geocentric poles and that dif-82

ference has grown since 1980. This difference is even greater for the more realistic ec-83

centric field model for which VOS is approximately 5◦ poleward of the magnetic pole,84

whereas THL was 9◦ equatorward of the magnetic pole in 1980, rising to 15◦ in 2020.85

Hence there are considerable differences between the north and south PCI station loca-86

tions, relative to their local magnetic pole.87

These shifts have an effect on the variations in magnetic local time (MLT) of the88

stations over the day. Figure 1 shows the variations of the difference between Magnetic89

Local Time (MLT ) and Universal Time (UT ) as a function of UT for the PCI stations.90

These are calculated using equation 1 and the AACGMv2 coordinate system in which91

Thule/Qaanaaq (THL, which gives PCN ) is at a magnetic latitude of 85.17◦N at the start92

of the interval studied (1998) and 83.67◦N at its end (2021, if provisional data are in-93

cluded), as shown in Table 1. This table also shows a much smaller change in the mag-94

netic latitude of Vostok (VOS, which gives PCS ) in the same interval, from -83.34◦N to95

-83.80◦. MLT is a parameter that needs defining as it depends on both the coordinate96

system and the definition adopted. For model field lines that do not cross the Earth’s97

magnetic equatorial plane, definitions of MLT based on the position of that crossing point98

cannot be used. This paper uses the definition given by Laundal and Richmond (2017):99

MLTp = 12 + (ϕP,X − ϕS,CD)/15 (1)

–3–
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Figure 1. Part (a) and (d) show the locations of the PCI stations, for the northern and

southern polar cap, respectively, relative to the corresponding magnetic and rotational poles.

The blue points are for a geocentric dipole model of Earth’s field and the mauve dots for an ec-

centric dipole model. Locations for 1980, 2000 and 2020 are shown. The magnetometer location

is shown by the white star and the rotation poles at +90◦ and −90◦ for the North and South,

respectively. Parts (b), (c), (e) and (f) show the Variations of the difference between Magnetic

Local Time (MLT ) and Universal Time (UT ) for the two Polar Cap Index stations, as a function

of UT. Parts (b) and (c) are for THL, (d) and (e) for VOS. The middle column, (parts b and

d), is for 1998; the right-hand, (parts e and f), for 2021. Curves are for: (green) March equinox

(day-of-year 79, fraction of year F = 0.22); (mauve) June solstice (d-o-y 172, F = 0.47); (orange)

September equinox (d-o-y 265, F = 0.73); and (blue) December solstice (d-o-y 355, F = 0.97).
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Figure 2. (Top) Fraction of year F - Universal Time UT plots of UT-MLT for 2010 (the mid-

dle of the period of interest) (Bottom) The corresponding gradient of MLT with UT shown as a

function of F and MLT. (a) and (c) are for Thule, (b) and (d) for Vostok. MLT is computed as

in Figure 1.

where MLTp is the MLT of the point P in hours and ϕP,X is its magnetic longitude in100

coordinate system “X”. ϕS,CD is the magnetic longitude of the subsolar point in centered101

dipole (“CD”) coordinates. The use of CD coordinates at S provides a standard refer-102

ence point but ϕP,X , and hence MLTp depends on the coordinate system X adopted. Fig-103

ure 1 uses the AACGMv2 coordinate system, but calculations were repeated using the104

original AACGM coordinates (Baker & Wing, 1989) (the procedure also used by the Su-105

perMAG project). The variations with UT and time of year are very similar in all cases106

but the changes between 1998 and 2021 were smaller for AACGM coordinates.107

Figure 1 shows a characteristic variation of (UT-MLT) with both UT and time-108

of-year F that is caused by the factor ϕS,CD. The large shift in the magnetic coordinates109

of THL over the years studied causes a large shift in the pattern to larger (UT-MLT)110

whereas the corresponding shift for VOS is small.111

The top row of Figure 2 looks at the pattern in faction of year (F ) and Universal112

Time (UT ) of (UT-MLT) for 2010 (the middle of the period studied in the paper). The113

plots are very similar in form except for the scales, with values being about 1.8 hrs higher114

for Thule than for Vostok. The bottom panels reveal an interesting implication of this,115

showing the variation of the ratio dMLT/dUT as a function of F and MLT. The vari-116

ations are very similar but the shift in the scale in (b) relative to (a) causes the pattern117

to be at slightly higher MLT in (d) than in (c). These patterns may have an interest-118

ing effect on the data. To illustrate this point, let us look at 13h MLT in mid-summer119
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(F = 0.5 for Thule and F = 0 or 1 for Vostok). This location is of interest as it is where120

one expects most often to see the effects of lobe reconnection when the IMF points north-121

ward (Crooker & Rich, 1993). Figure 2c shows that for Thule dMLT/dUT ≈ 1.1 at this122

location whereas 2d shows that for Vostok it is ≈ 0.95. This means that Thule spends123

10% less time than the average at this location whereas Vostok spends 5% more time124

than the average there. The net result is that Vostok spends 16% more time in the re-125

gion where lobe reconnection signatures are expected to be most common from this ef-126

fect. This effect is in addition to any consequences of the magnetic latitude difference127

of the stations which was near 1.8◦ in 1998 but reduced to near zero by 2021.128

It should be noted that the scaling of the PCN and PCS data depends on the ge-129

ometry of the geomagnetic field and so should ideally be adjusted with time to allow for130

these changes in Earth’s intrinsic field, but such a correction has not yet been implemented131

in any of the iterations of the PCI indices. The PCI have a complicated history of cor-132

rections and improvements that is only briefly outlined in Sections 1.2 and 2. This means133

that care must be taken when comparing conclusions of the present study to those of past134

studies as different versions of the indices may have been used.135

1.2 Generation of The Polar Cap Indices136

The PCN and PCS indices are derived from enhancements of the horizontal H and137

D magnetic field components relative to the quiet level at two the polar cap stations,138

Thule and Vostok. The dipole tilt has a major effect on the ionospheric conductivity which,139

in turn, has a major effect on the magnetic deflection seen at the PCI stations. In par-140

ticular, the equivalent winter DP2 currents are deflected counter clockwise through an-141

gles 20-60° relative to the summer DP2 currents (Maezawa, 1976). These conductivity142

effects are allowed for (at least partially) by taking the difference with respect to a quiet-143

day reference ∆F which is related to the solar wind forcing of the polar currents and flows144

and was found by Troshichev and Andrezen (1985) to correlate highly with the magne-145

topause reconnection rate (the electric field along the reconnection line, Em), predicted146

from an empirical coupling function and observed solar wind parameters. The coupling147

function used is that by Kan and Lee (1979), which is148

Em = VswBtsin
2(θ/2) (2)

where Vsw is the solar wind speed in the -X direction, Bt = (B2
X+B2

Y )
1/2 is the149

transverse component of the IMF and θ = atan(|BY |/BZ) is the clock angle of the IMF,150

all IMF components and θ being measured in the GSM frame of reference. Note that this151

is an early version of a great many such coupling functions that have been proposed, as152

recently reviewed by Lockwood and McWilliams (2021a).153

Using three parameters α, β and ϕ for the station in question, a statistical rela-154

tionship between ∆F and Em that works at all UT has been developed and shown to155

remain valid throughout solar cycles 23 and 24 by Troshichev et al. (2022b). Note that156

although this relationship varies with UT and time-of-year, it has not been varied from157

year to year to allow for changes in the geomagnetic field discussed in Section 1.1.158

However, a caveat should be noted about ∆F as it is assumed that the conductiv-159

ity effect on the quiet day and the observed day are the same and so ∆F depends only160

on the solar wind forcing. This may not always be the case, for example if there is strong161

local electron precipitation or a strong flux of EUV/X-ray photons from a solar flare on162

the observed day. These effects need not influence both hemispheres in the same way and163

so although the method will remove the effect of regular dipole-tilt-induced variations164

in conductivity there may be incidents of discrepancy introduced asymmetrically into165

PCN and PCS by unusual conductivity-enhancing events in one polar cap.166

–6–
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The statistical relationship used converts the observed ∆F value into an Em es-167

timate and so the PCI indices are given in units of mVm−1. However, (Lockwood & Mi-168

lan, 2023) point out that the ∆F value is a magnetic field measurement and so does not169

depend on the frame of measurement. The same is true of the PCI indices because there170

is nothing in the regression that converts ∆F into a PCI value that accounts for the fact171

that the observing stations are moving in a geocentric-solar frame (such as GSE, GSM172

or GSEQ); this motion being due to Earth’s rotation and the offset of the station geo-173

graphic latitude from the rotational pole. Unlike magnetic fields, electric fields do de-174

pend on the frame of reference and so genuine electric field measurement would need trans-175

formation into a geocentric-solar frame, but because they are based on a magnetic field176

measurement (∆F ), the PCI values do not need such a transformation even though they177

are given in units of electric field (mVm−1).178

The PC indices have been issued from the Arctic and Antarctic Research Institute179

(AARI) in St. Petersburg, the Danish Meteorological Institute (DMI), and the Danish180

Space Research Institute (DTU Space) in different versions over the years since the pi-181

oneering work of Troshichev et al. (1988). The present paper examines the PCN and PCS182

data sets that were initially recommended by IAGA in 2013 (Menvielle et al., 2013) and183

recently endorsed for full scientific use in (IAGA Resolution #2, 2021; see https://www184

.iaga-aiga.org/resolutions/resolution-no-2-2021-polar-cap-pc-index/). These185

data are retrieved from the International Service of Geomagnetic Indices (ISGI) from https://186

isgi.unistra.fr/geomagnetic indices.php.187

The PCN data were compiled by DTU Space based on prior issues of definitive val-188

ues. Both indices have been through a series of corrections and improvements. The PCN189

index series developed at DMI (Vennerstrøm, 2019) contained some errors that were un-190

corrected when transferred to DTU Space in 2009. The PCS data were based on a re-191

furbished set of preliminary values issued between 2013 and 2021. These preliminary PCS192

data contained some errors that were not corrected in some early publications (Stauning,193

2022b, 2022a). Before 2013, IAGA endorsement of the indices was not forthcoming be-194

cause of concerns that the procedure used was not the same for the two indices (McCreadie195

& Menvielle, 2010; Stauning, 2013). Although the two were highly correlated, PCN was196

systematically 35% smaller than PCS and the difference grew when values were high (Lukianova197

et al., 2002; Ridley & Kihn, 2004). This first raised the question how much the differ-198

ences between PCN and PCS were due to processing differences, or station location or199

instrumentation differences, or physical hemispheric differences between the two polar200

caps.201

Subsequently, a “unified method” of processing was developed at AARI (Troshichev202

et al., 2006) but subsequent calibration errors were discovered and after the 2013 IAGA203

Resolution both the PCN and PCS indices were re-calculated at DTU Space and at AARI204

using a corrected and improved version of the unified method (Matzka & Troshichev, 2014).205

Note the changes to processing have involved changes to the quiet-day background quan-206

tification. Hence the reader needs to bear in mind that past publications were often us-207

ing different versions of PCN and PCS data series to that employed in the present pa-208

per and so comparisons with past papers would not be fully valid.209

All the IAGA-endorsed definitive data have been re-generated using the corrected210

unified method, a task that was completed in 2021 and several anomalies resolved. The211

full details of the development of the indices to this point are beyond the scope of the212

present paper. However, the revision rekindled the debate in the literature about the level213

of agreement between PCN and PCS. This debate divided into two parts. The first dealt214

with the generality of the procedures applied to PCS (Lukianova, 2007; Troshichev et215

al., 2007), the point being that if the corrections are too tailored to solving existing anoma-216

lies, they may well not apply to future data. The second related to times about outstand-217

ing differences between the two indices (Stauning, 2022a, 2022b; Troshichev et al., 2022a).218

It is certainly true that considerably greater agreement between PCS and PCN exists219
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in the IAGA-approved version of the data than used to be the case before application220

of the unified method, to the extent that remaining differences between PCS and PCN221

may well be real and it could be the expectation that they should be the same that may222

be in error.223

1.3 Induction effects and electric field mapping224

Differences between PCN and PCS raise a host of issues that depend on what the225

PCI are viewed as being a metric of. The generation of the PCI requires ∆F be scaled226

as Em, a coupling function derived from interplanetary measurements. Hence PCI can227

be thought of as a metric of electric field in interplanetary space, Esw, the electric field228

along the magnetopause reconnection X-line, Em or the electric field in the polar iono-229

sphere, Ei. In addition, from comparisons with convection patterns derived from a va-230

riety of observations using the AMIE (Assimilative Mapping of Ionospheric Electrody-231

namics) technique, Ridley and Kihn (2004) found the PCI correlated best with trans-232

polar voltage (i.e., the cross-cap potential drop, ΦPC), a relationship also reported by233

Troshichev et al. (1988). Other studies have used PCI as metrics of ionospheric Joule234

heating (Chun et al., 1999) and/or energy input into the magnetosphere (Troshichev,235

2022).236

If the electric fields, Esw, Em and Ei are viewed as being the same, then PCN should237

always be identical to PCS as both would be set by the interplanetary electric field. How-238

ever, Esw, Em and Ei are are not, in general, the same. The reason they can differ is239

non-steady conditions. This is the third of the three key founding principles of the Expanding-240

Contracting Polar Cap (ECPC) model of ionospheric convection excitation (Cowley &241

Lockwood, 1992) that has explained observed features on ionospheric convection (see re-242

views by Lockwood & Cowley, 2022; Lockwood & McWilliams, 2021b, and references therein).243

The three are the continuity of open flux (Holzer et al., 1986), the effect of moving “adi-244

aroic” (non-reconnecting) polar cap boundaries (Siscoe & Huang, 1985), and the induc-245

tive decoupling of solar wind and magnetospheric electric field in non-steady conditions246

(Lockwood & Cowley, 1992; Lockwood & Milan, 2023; Lockwood & Morley, 2004; Lock-247

wood et al., 1990).248

In general, there are changes in the magnetospheric and magnetosheath magnetic249

fields and, by Faraday’s law, this means there is a curl to the electric field and induc-250

tive decoupling of the electric field along field lines. As a result, at any one time Esw,251

Em and Ei, will, in general, all be different and so the ionospheric electric field in the252

southern hemisphere ionospheric polar cap, ESi, can be different from that in the north-253

ern ENi. Hence PCS can differ from PCN at any one time. Only in steady state (where254

dB/dt = 0 everywhere) should we expect PCN and PCS to be identically the same.255

Because long-term trends in the magnetosphere are negligibly small, conditions approach256

steady state as the averaging timescale, τ , is increased. Hence although PCN and PCS257

can differ for τ = 1min, the expectation is that, if they are properly calibrated, they will258

converge as τ is increased. This paper mainly considers two values of τ : (1) the 1-minute259

integration timescale of the raw data and (2) τ = 1hr, which averages over a typical sub-260

storm cycle and allows comparison with the SuperDARN transpolar voltage data (Lockwood261

& McWilliams, 2021b). In addition, some summary analysis was carried out for τ = 1262

day, which averages over several substorm cycles and all but the largest magnetic storms,263

τ = 1 yr, and all data (24 years).264

Decoupling of the solar wind, reconnection and transpolar voltages is often, incor-265

rectly, thought of as showing non-ideal-MHD electrostatic field-aligned potential drops266

(e.g. Merkine et al., 2003). This is incorrect because time-dependent situations are ex-267

plicitly not static: ideal MHD is based on Maxwell’s equations, including Faraday’s law268

that states that the electric field integrated around a loop is equal to the rate of change269

in the magnetic flux treading the loop. MHD models of the magnetosphere clearly demon-270

–8–
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strate that electric field and voltages do not map from the solar wind to the ionosphere.271

In the example simulations by Connor et al. (2014), the time variations are introduced272

by solar wind dynamic pressures pulses which raise the magnetic shear across current273

sheets and so enhance the magnetic reconnection rates. This happens first in the day-274

side magnetopause (raising the magnetopause reconnection voltage ΦD) and later in the275

cross-tail current sheet (raising the tail reconnection rate ΦN ) and the transpolar volt-276

age (ΦPC) is different from both most of the time. The effect is most extreme in their277

Figure 5 in which the simultaneous one-minute modelled values at 23:40 UT (after the278

pressure pulse) were ΦPC = 120 kV, ΦD = 193 kV and ΦN =53 kV; at 23:10 they were279

ΦPC = 107 kV, ΦD = 65 kV and ΦN = 185 kV; and at 22:48 were ΦPC = 91 kV, ΦN280

= 35 kV and ΦD = 35 kV. Hence the induction effects are causing the voltages to dif-281

fer by factors of up to 3 whereas for steady state they would all be the same. The same282

effects are seen in the simulations presented by Lockwood, Owens, Barnard, Watt, et al.283

(2020). This means we should expect times when PCN and PCS differ by factors this284

large on short timescales but differences will shrink as averaging timescale τ are increased,285

as the values become increasingly representative of steady state conditions. Note that286

responses to pressure pulses in the Polar Cap Indices have been observed by Lukianova287

(2003) and by Stauning and Troshichev (2008). Similar divergences of ΦPC , ΦN and ΦD288

was simulated by Gordeev et al. (2011) who used an MHD model to simulate time-dependent289

cases caused by IMF orientation changes.290

Induction effects are often discussed in different ways. For example, Borovsky and291

Birn (2014) discuss the variability of the magnetopause reconnection rate (the electric292

field along the reconnection X-line) as being not controlled by the electric field in inter-293

planetary space. If the magnetosheath field between the two were constant, this would294

not be the case and the reconnection rate would be the interplanetary electric field times295

a mapping factor that would be constant. Hence what Borovsky and Birn (2014) are point-296

ing out is that the induction effects are so important and great that the reconnection rate297

is effectively decoupled from the interplanetary electric field on all but the longest timescales.298

1.4 Conductivity effects299

The annual and daily variations in the tilt of the dipole field with respect to the300

Sun-Earth line changes the solar zenith angles at locations inside the polar caps and au-301

roral oval and hence modulates the EUV-generated ionospheric conductivities (Brekke302

& Moen, 1993). This effect has been invoked many times in the context of UT varia-303

tions in geomagnetic activity (for example Lyatsky et al., 2001; Newell et al., 2002; Ri-304

dley et al., 2004; Wang & Lühr, 2007). An important consideration is that enhanced so-305

lar EUV radiation (through lower solar zenith angles) is often only the secondary source306

of enhanced conductivity after particle precipitation, particularly in the auroral ovals (Kubota307

et al., 2017). The precipitation source is highly variable in space and time (Carter et al.,308

2020; B. Zhang et al., 2015).309

As discussed above, the method of derivation of the PCI indices largely gives re-310

moval of conductivity effects induced by the regular dipole tilt variations. However, there311

are reasons to expect transpolar voltages and electric fields to vary with ionospheric con-312

ductivity and so these effects would increase the scatter in relationships between the PCI313

and transpolar voltage ΦPC .314

The effect of enhanced conductivity in a polar cap is that F-region ionospheric flow315

speed, ionospheric electric field and transpolar voltage are all reduced (Ridley et al., 2004):316

if caused by the dipole tilt effect on conductivity, these would all be simultaneously en-317

hanced in the other polar cap by the lower conductivity. The upstream solar wind, of318

course, has no information about either change and so this causes scatter in the scaling319

of PCN and PCS in terms of the solar wind coupling function but does not influence320

the average fit. This conductivity effect is widely invoked as the cause of “saturation”,321
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in which enhanced conductivity gives rise to lower-than-expected transpolar voltages when322

solar wind-magnetosphere coupling is exceptionally strong and even makes them tend323

asymptotically to an upper limit (Hairston et al., 2003; Orr et al., 2022; Russell et al.,324

2001; Shepherd, 2007). However, it is worth noting the caveat on the concept of satu-325

ration that the deviation from the expectation may mean that the expectation is incor-326

rect for large values of solar wind forcing (Sivadas et al., 2022): the regression of the trans-327

polar voltage and a solar wind forcing coupling function will, for simple regression pro-328

cedures, have been statistically weighted towards the mean values and may well be in-329

correct at larger values (Lockwood, 2022; Sivadas & Sibeck, 2022).330

When considering the potential effect of ionospheric conductivity and flux trans-331

port, it is vital to consider Maxwell’s equation ∇·B⃗ = 0 (the non-existence of magnetic332

monopoles). Because open flux is only generated and lost by magnetic reconnections which333

change the open flux in both hemispheres by the same amount, this demands that the334

open flux in the two hemispheres must be identical at any instant. Lobe reconnection335

during northward IMF (discussed in section 1.5) in one hemisphere changes the config-336

uration of open flux but not the total amount and lobe reconnection in both hemispheres337

reduces the open flux in the two hemispheres equally. In addition, when integrated/averaged338

over sufficient time, the antisunward magnetic flux transport rate of open flux in both339

ionospheric polar caps (i.e, the transpolar voltages) must be the same as that of the parts340

of the open field lines that are in interplanetary space or ∇·B⃗ = 0 is violated. This con-341

sideration leads to many of the proposed mechanisms for explaining saturation effects342

invoking a mechanism that imposes a limitation to the reconnection voltage at the day-343

side magnetopause (Siscoe, 2002). However, this means that the time-averaged voltage344

would be reduced equally in both polar caps by enhancements to the conductivity in ei-345

ther polar cap.346

An alternative explanation of saturation effects is provided by inductive effects which347

reduce the flow in only the polar cap in which the conductivity is enhanced. However,348

such a mechanism can only smooth out peaks and troughs in the reconnection voltage349

such that the enhancement/decrease in transpolar voltage is smaller but lasts longer. Sev-350

eral numerical simulations confirm that increased polar cap conductivity reduces trans-351

polar voltages on shorter timescales (Borovsky et al., 2009; Kubota et al., 2017; Merkine352

et al., 2003; Raeder et al., 2001). This is to be expected because field-perpendicular con-353

ductivity (both Hall and Pedersen) arise from collisions between ions and electrons and354

neutral atoms and these collisions also give frictional drag on the motion of F-region plasma355

and frozen-in magnetic field (Ridley et al., 2004). As discussed by Tanaka (2007) and356

(for an isolated flux tube) by Southwood (1987), this is the “line-tying” concept intro-357

duced by Atkinson (1967) and Atkinson (1978) to explain the origin of field-aligned cur-358

rents and how they transfer momentum and energy down into the ionosphere. Lockwood359

and Milan (2023), describe how the slowing of the flow in the ionosphere, but not in the360

solar wind, means that the lobe flux in that hemisphere grows faster, thereby shifting361

the locations of the magnetopause and the cross-tail current sheet. This is seen in model362

results; for example, in the MHD simulation of the Bastille day storm by Raeder et al.363

(2001), the lobes swell so much that the magnetospheric shape becomes distorted. This364

means that enhanced conductivity is really influencing the balance between energy stored365

in the tail (and later released) and energy directly deposited in the ionosphere. This ex-366

planation of conductivity effects can therefore influence the transpolar voltage in one po-367

lar cap but not the other; but note that, unless one is invoking magnetic monopoles (which368

have never been definitively detected), this effect must average out on long timescales.369

Hence induction effects mean that simultaneous PCN and PCS can differ considerably370

(from the MHD simulations discussed above by a factor of at least 3) but should agree371

in averages and distributions taken over long timescales.372

Given the way that the PCI are constructed, we should not expect to see a satu-373

ration effect in them as they are scaled to upstream solar wind parameters. However,374
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Figure 3. Schematic illustrations of the most likely lobe reconnection sites (marked“X-line”)

during northward IMF (BZ > 0). The top row is for BX = 0 and around (a) the December

solstice, (b) the equinoxes and (c) the June solstice. The middle row are for around the equinoxes

and are for IMF (d) BX > 0, (e) BX = 0 (and so part e is the same as part b) and (f) (BX < 0.

The bottom row are for IMF BX < 0 and around (g) the December solstice, (h) the equinoxes

and (i) the June solstice. Probable reconnection sites are marked with black filled circles, possible

but unlikely ones with open circles. (after Lockwood & Moen, 1999).

Nagatsuma (2004) found that PCN does show saturation when the estimated dayside375

reconnection electric field (from upstream parameters) is high and the polar cap Ped-376

ersen conductivity is high. This is despite the fact that PCN is derived by scaling the377

background subtracted magnetic disturbance ∆F in terms of the same electric field es-378

timate. Figure 1 of Nagatsuma (2004) shows that for large values PCN is roughly half379

what a linear relationship would predict. Hence, despite it being constructed to remove380

conductivity effects, it appears the PCI do depend on ionospheric conductivity. This means381

that, if the saturation effect is real and not an artefact of the regression technique, we382

should also expect to see dipole tilt dependent differences between PCS and PCN.383

1.5 Northward IMF conditions384

The other important class of effects causing different responses in PCN and PCS385

occur when the IMF has a northward component. Figure 3 shows schematics of poten-386

tial reconnection sites at the sunward edges of the tail lobes when the IMF points north-387

ward and looks at the potential roles of the dipole tilt and the IMF BX component (Lockwood388

& Moen, 1999).389
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The top row is for IMF BZ > 0 and BX = 0. Parts (a) and (c) show that the390

likely lobe reconnection sites are in the summer hemisphere. This is lobe “stirring” re-391

connection that causes a circulation cell or cells in that hemisphere and reconfigures the392

open field lines but does not change the total open flux. This lobe circulation can some-393

times be fast and fill the whole polar cap (Q.-H. Zhang et al., 2021). Part (b) shows the394

more symmetrical situation around the equinoxes with BX = 0. In this case, lobe re-395

connection could occur in either or both hemispheres. It is possible that field lines re-396

connected at the sunward edge of one lobe are never reconnected at the equivalent point397

in the other, giving lobe “stirring” circulation taking place in both polar caps simulta-398

neously. However, it is more likely that field lines reconnected on the sunward edge of399

one lobe will, at some time, be reconnected at the other (note that such reconnections400

taking place simultaneously, rather than sequentially, would be relatively rare): in this401

case the “dual-lobe” reconnection closes open flux. It has been proposed by Milan et al.402

(2020) that this is the origin of the “horse-collar” auroral form seen during northward403

IMF intervals (Hones et al., 1989). Another complication is that the larger offset of the404

southern magnetic pole from the rotational pole, compared to that for the northern pole405

(Koochak & Fraser-Smith, 2017; Lockwood & Milan, 2023; Lockwood et al., 2021) may406

make the relative contribution of dipole tilt to the behaviour more important in that hemi-407

sphere.408

The second row of Figure 3 looks at equinox conditions and shows how BX > 0409

(part d) favours lobe reconnection in the southern hemisphere whereas BX < 0 (part410

f) favours it in the northern. The bottom row looks at the dipole tilt effect for BX <411

0. The main point is that for the December solstice this may promote dual lobe recon-412

nection or may just result in reconnection with neither lobe.413

From satellite data on F-region ionospheric flows Crooker and Rich (1993) and Rich414

and Hairston (1994) argued that lobe reconnection was almost entirely the “stirring” form415

in the summer lobe. Subsequent surveys of more data and better distribution of orbit416

paths found that summer lobe stirring reconnection, giving sunward flow in part of the417

polar cap, was dominant but that winter hemisphere lobe reconnection was possible, al-418

beit less common and usually weaker (Weimer, 2001). This was also reported by surveys419

from the SuperDARN radars (Pettigrew et al., 2010; Ruohoniemi & Greenwald, 2005;420

Sundberg et al., 2009; Thomas & Shepherd, 2018) but there are complications introduced421

in these HF radar studies by the relative lack of echoes in the winter hemisphere and the422

fact it is harder them to access all areas because of propagation path issues. A less-strong423

summer dominance (but nevertheless a dominance) was reported by Wilder et al. (2009,424

2010) whereas Koustov et al. (2017) found a stronger one. Surveys of satellite field-aligned425

current and flow data also report stronger and more common lobe reconnection signa-426

tures in the summer hemisphere under NBz conditions (Reistad et al., 2019, 2021). Lobe427

reconnection in the winter hemisphere during northward IMF has also been observed us-428

ing red-line auroral emissions in the cusp region (Lockwood & Moen, 1999).429

Sunward flow in the polar cap is registered in the PCI as negative values. Nagatsuma430

(2002) found negative PCN values required northward IMF and were most common dur-431

ing summer at around 17 h UT. Sunward flows were also found to be more common in432

summer for PCS by Lukianova et al. (2002). These authors also reported that frequently433

PCN and PCS had opposite polarities. However they attributed the differences to iono-434

spheric conductivity differences rather than the occurrence of lobe-stirring reconnection435

predominantly in the summer hemisphere.436

From the above discussion, there are a number of physical reasons to expect PCN437

and PCS to differ. This list is not complete. For example, Troshichev and Janzhura (2012)438

note that the PCI also correlate with auroral electrojet indices and so conductivity dif-439

ferences associated with hemispheric asymmetries in precipitation in substorm expan-440

sion phases.441
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Section 2 studies the relationship of the two hemispheric polar cap indices to help442

quantify and understand the differences.443

2 Comparison of Northern and Southern Hemisphere Indices444

This paper employs the PCI data for both hemispheres, for 1 January 1998 to 31445

December 2018 (i.e., 1998-2018, inclusive) that are available from ISGI. The data were446

downloaded on 11 February 2023 as annual ASCII files. For these years the data for both447

hemispheres are classed as “definitive” by ISGI. There are also data for 2019-2021 avail-448

able from ISGI, with the PCN data classed as definitive for 2019 and 2020 and “provi-449

sional” for 2021 and the PCS classed as provisional. The entire study presented here was450

repeated including these three years (i.e. for 1998-2021, inclusive) and results were ex-451

tremely similar to those reported here: in addition to sample numbers being greater, cor-452

relations were slightly enhanced, significances of correlations considerably enhanced and453

root-mean-square (r.m.s.) differences between PCN and PCS very slightly reduced by454

the inclusion of data for 2019, 2020 and 2021.455

One technical detail is that a number of the PCS data records have a rogue 99999.00456

added to the minutes field. These records are here treated as bad data. In addition, some457

other records are missing in the PCS data series, including all data for 2003. As a re-458

sult, the 1998-2018 (inclusive) dataset contains 11,028,946 1-min PCN samples, and 10,337,662459

1-min PCS samples out of a possible 11,044,800. The number of simultaneous PCN and460

PCS samples is 10,337,561. Note that of the 707,138 missing samples in the PCS data,461

525,600 are accounted for by the 2003 datagap and 181,538 (in total just over 126 days)462

are due to the badly-formatted records (with the added 99999.00) and other small data-463

gaps. For PCN there are just 15854 missing samples (a total of just over 11 days).464

As mentioned above, there have been a considerable number of different versions465

of the Polar Cap Indices generated and we here define the one used by the source (ISGI),466

the format (1-year ASCII files generated using the ISGI webpage), the ISGI classifica-467

tion (“definitive”) and the date of download (11 February 2023). As also mentioned, there468

has been debate about the voracity of the PCI data, even after the IAGA endorsement469

in 2013: this paper takes the data currently available from ISGI at face value and con-470

siders interpretation in terms of known mechanisms and physics rather than faulty data471

or incorrect processing. Of course, some such errors will almost certainly be present in472

the data, but one aim of this study is to assess how often they are really a factor and473

how often it is the expectation that they should be the same at any one time that is in474

error.475

Figure 4 compares the occurrence of PCN and PCS in a 2-dimensional histogram476

format (hereafter referred to as a ’data density plot’). This is essentially a scatter plot477

but does not result in loss of information when data pairs are so numerous that points478

are massively over-plotted on top of each other. Given we here are dealing 10,337,561479

valid data pairs at τ=1min, this is a vital consideration. In Figure 4 the number N of480

simultaneous PCN and PCS samples are colour coded in bins of PCN (the vertical axis)481

and PCS (the horizontal axis) that are 0.5 mVm−1 by 0.5 mVm−1 in size. Because the482

range in N is so large (from zero to 106) N is coloured on a logarithmic (base 10) scale.483

On each plot the mauve dashed lines show PCN=PCS (the diagonal line), PCN=0 (the484

horizontal line) and PCS=0 (the vertical line).485

Figure 4a is for the raw data (averaging timescale τ=1min), for which there are a486

total of ΣN =10,337,561 samples. Figure 4b is for independent one-hour means (τ=1hr),487

where 54 one-minute samples in the hour (90%) are required to form a valid mean. This488

generates ΣN =171,253 samples. Table 2 gives the correlation coefficients, r the prob-489

ability of the null result that there is no correlation and the r.m.s. deviation ∆rms =490

[⟨(PCN −PCS)2⟩]0.5. The Table also gives the results for τ=1day, τ=1yr and for all491
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Table 2. Relationship of PCN to PCS.

parameter τ=1min τ=1hr τ=1day τ=1yr τ=24yr

number of samples ΣN 10,321,808 171,253 6707 20 1
linear correlation r 0.787 0.831 0.930 0.939 -

probability of r = 0 p < 10−20 < 10−20 < 10−20 8.1×10−9 -
r.m.s difference ∆rms (mVm−1) 0.9015 0.7169 0.3190 0.0669 0.0037

a∆rms = [⟨(PCN − PCS)2⟩]0.5.

the data (1998-2018), τ=21yrs (although note that, because all PCS data for 2003 are492

missing, only 20 values are available). It can be seen that the correlation coefficient rises493

with increased τ and ∆rms decreases, as expected. The very small value of ∆rms =0.0037494

mVm−1 for the overall means and the very high correlation for annual means r=0.939495

show that there is almost no systematic difference between PCN and PCS. In addition496

the quantile-quantile (“q-q”) plots in parts (a) and (b) of Figure 4 are very close to straight497

lines along the diagonal. This shows that the distributions of PCN and PCS values are498

almost identical. The only difference is a slight deviation from the diagonal seen for the499

smallest 1% of values (which are negative). This will be interpreted in Section 7.500

Table 2 stresses a point that is valid for all comparisons between terrestrial indices501

and between them and solar wind coupling functions: that the behaviour varies with av-502

eraging timescale, τ . In this paper, we study the indices at the raw resolution at which503

they are published (namely 1 min) and also at one hour, the latter allowing comparisons504

with the SuperDARN transpolar voltage dataset of Lockwood and McWilliams (2021b).505

Note that behaviour at intermediate timescales may not be a linear interpolation between506

the two and almost certainly would not be a linear extrapolation to timescales greater507

than an hour.508

Troshichev et al. (2022b) have looked at differences between PCN and PCS on daily509

and monthly averaging timescales. They found there were some systematic seasonal dif-510

ferences with values being higher in the summer polar cap for both indices.511

The data density plot in Figure 4a shows the good correlation between PCN and512

PCS (r= 0.787) for positive values, albeit with considerable scatter. However, the agree-513

ment of the two is very poor for negative values, for which very few samples align along514

the diagonal line. Instead there are two populations: one with PCN < 0 and PCS =515

0 (aligned with the vertical dashed line) and the other with PCS < 0 and PCN = 0516

(aligned with the horizontal dashed line). Figure 4b shows the same features with re-517

duced scatter.518

Parts (c) and (d) give important detail by repeating part (a) for 6 months around519

summer solstice in the Northern hemisphere (0.216 < F < 0.726, Figure 4c) and 6 months520

around summer solstice in the Southern hemisphere (F < 0.216 or F > 0.726, Figure521

4d). These plots clearly demonstrate that the larger negative PCI values are occurring522

almost entirely in the summer hemisphere.523

Figure 5 investigates the role of the IMF BX component, suggested in Figure 3.524

All panels are for τ = 1 min. Parts (a) and (b) are for strongly positive BX (> 5nT)525

and (c) and (d) are for strongly negative BX (< −5nT): (a) and (c) are for 6 months526

around the June solstice and (b) and (d) are for 6 months around the December solstice.527

The plot shows that for summer in the northern hemisphere the occurrence of negative528

PCN is slightly enhanced by negative IMF BX but reduced somewhat by positive BX .529

The converse is true for PCS in summer in the southern hemisphere. This is as predicted530

by Figure 3 but the effect is weaker than the seasonal effect. Further investigation of the531
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Figure 4. Data density plots (2-dimensional histograms) of PCN against PCS. The logarithm

of the numbers of simultaneous independent samples pairs, N, in bins that are 0.5 mVm−1 by

0.5 mVm−1 in size are plotted. The data are for 1998-2018, inclusive. (a), (c) and (d) are for

the raw 1-minute data; (b) for independent means over intervals τ = 1hr in duration. (a) and

(b) are for all data (c) is for six-month intervals around northern hemisphere summer solstice

(0.216 < F < 0.726) (d) is for six-month intervals around southern hemisphere summer solstice

(F < 0.216 or F > 0.726). Also shown in parts (a) and (b) are q-q plots as white points that are

0.01% apart in quantile level that are joined by a white line and with six points highlighted in

red that are the 0.01, 0.1, 1, 99, 99.9 and the 99.99 percentiles).
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Figure 5. The same format as 4 and for 1-minute data. (a) IMF BX > 5nT and summer in

the northern hemisphere; (b) IMF BX > 5nT and summer in the southern hemisphere; (c) IMF

BX < −5nT and summer in the northern hemisphere; and (d) IMF BX < −5nT and summer

in the southern hemisphere. The seasons are selected using intervals of 6 months around the

solstices.
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Figure 6. Distributions for the dataset of simultaneous observations of the northern and

southern polar cap indices, PCN (in red) and PCS (in blue). (a) Histogram of the numbers of

samples n in bins ∆PCI = 0.25 mVm−1 wide, plotted on a linear scale. (b) The same histograms

as in part (a), plotted on a logarithmic scale and (c) the corresponding Cumulative Probability

Distributions (CDFs). The CDFs are used to define the medians of the distributions and the 1-σ,

2-σ, 3-σ, 4-σ, 4.5-σ and 5-σ points on either side of the median, shown by the vertical lines in

parts (b) and (c). Note that in parts (a) and (c) the PCS distribution was plotted second in an

overlaid thinner blue line to allow some visibility of the PCN distribution plotted in a thicker red

line.

relative effects of the seasonal dipole tilt and the IMF BX component will be presented532

in Section 7.533

Figure 6 plots the distributions of simultaneous one-minute samples of PCN and534

PCS. The top panel shows the number n of samples in bins 0.25 mVm−1 wide on a lin-535

ear scale. The differences are so small that to give some visibility of both, the PCN dis-536

tribution has been plotted in a thicker red line before being over-plotted with the PCS537

distribution in a thinner blue line. In order to see the small differences between the dis-538

tributions more clearly, part (b) shows them both on a logarithmic scale. Part (c) shows539

them as Cumulative Distribution Functions (plotted in the same way as in part (a) be-540

cause they are so similar) from which the 1-σ to 5-σ points on either side of the median541

are scaled and are plotted as vertical lines, again in red for PCN and blue for PCS with542

the median (which are essentially identical for the two indices) in green.543

Part (b) shows the distributions are virtually identical between the -2σ and +4σ544

points (at -0.68 mVm−1 and 20.19 mVm−1) - a range that contains 97.722% of all the545

samples. In the extreme positive tail of the distributions the number of PCN samples546

is slightly lower than those for PCS between the +4-σ and +4.5-σ points but the reverse547
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Figure 7. Histogams of the deviation of (a) the northern and southern polar cap indices,

(PCN − PCS). (b) the PCN index and the Kan and Lee (1979) estimate of the magnetopause

electric field, Em, (PCN − Em) and (c) the PCS index and Em, (PCS − Em). Histograms

are for one-minute values (τ =1 min) and plots give the logarithm to base 10 of the number

of simultaneous data points, n, in bins ∆=1 mVm−1 wide. The lower panels (c) and (d) show

the corresponding cumulative distribution functions (c.d.f.s). The total number of samples is

10,337,561 (log10(Σn) = 7.01). The distribution medians are shown by the vertical green lines,

and the ±1σ, ±2σ, ±3σ, ±4σ, ±4.5σ, and ±5σ levels are scaled from the c.d.f.s and plotted in

both upper and lower panels as vertical red lines. The horizontal black dashed lines in the upper

plots give the one-count level.
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Table 3. Parameters of the distributions shown in Figure 7.

level (PCN − PCS) (PCN − Em) (PCS − Em)
(mV m−1) (mV m−1) (mV m−1)

median +0.010 −0.070 −0.069
−(1σ) −0.650 −0.891 −0.819
+(1σ) +0.610 +0.937 +0.910
−(2σ) −1.870 −2.503 −2.301
+(2σ) +1.700 +2.728 +2.777
−(3σ) −4.450 −6.637 −6.310
+(3σ) +4.184 +5.902 +6.013
−(4σ) −14.880 −23.520 −22.582
+(4σ) +14.730 +14.005 +14.652
−(4.5σ) −23.569 −28.713 −33.612
+(4.5σ) +21.582 +20.132 +18.860
−(5σ) −44.944 −38.237 −49.795
+(5σ) +33.198 +30.125 +23.607

is true for between +4.5-σ and +5-σ. These small deviations of the two distributions in548

the large positive tail involve only 0.003% of the samples. For the negative PCI tail (sun-549

ward convection which is a northward-IMF phenomenon) there is a clear difference be-550

tween the two distributions below the -2-σ point. This is 2.275% of the samples for which551

large negative PCS is rarer than large negative PCN. From Figure 6 we can conclude552

that for positive values the distributions for PCN and PCS are essentially identical with553

some minor differences in only the extreme values (the largest 0.003%), however for neg-554

ative values there are larger differences and systematic differences that are apparent at555

larger negative values and involve 2.275% of all samples. Hence the PCS index is slightly556

less good at detecting sunward flow than PCN, this is the opposite of what we might ex-557

pect because of the MLT variation of the stations (as discussed in Section 1.1) but could558

be related to the difference in geomagnetic latitudes for an eccentric field model. The559

fact that the distributions of PCN and PCS are essentially identical for the remaining560

97.725% of samples is evidence that there is no systematic error in the measurement and561

processing of the two indices and any errors are random noise and so cancel out.562

Figure 7a shows histograms of the differences between simultaneous northern and563

southern PCI values, (PCN-PCS) for the raw 1-minute data. Because the distributons564

on a linear scale are so similar (as in Figure 6a) we show only the logatithmic histograms565

so the number in a given bin (in this case of width 1 mVm−1), n, is plotted on a loga-566

rithmic scale. This logarithmic scale means that 56% of the one-minute samples are in567

the central bin. The distribution shown in Figure 7a for 1-minute PCI values shows that568

the magnitude of the difference between PCN and PCS is below 0.65 mVm−1 for 68.3%569

of the samples, below 1.87 mVm−1 for 95.45%, and below 4.45 mVm−1 for 99.73%. If570

errors were distributed equally between PCN and PCS, this distribution would be sym-571

metric and this is the case to a good approximation out to the 4σ points which covers572

99.994% of the dataset. Specifically, the second column of Table 3 shows that the +4σ573

and −4σ points only differ in |PCN-PCS | by 0.15 mVm−1 which is a 1% difference. Out-574

side the 4σ points, some asymmetry is apparent and the +4.5σ and −4.5σ points dif-575

fer in magnitude by 1.99 mVm−1 which is a 8.8% difference and the 5σ and −5σ points576

differ in magnitude by 11.75 mVm−1 which is a 30.1% difference. However, note that577

the tails outside −4σ, −4.5σ and −5σ contain only 766, 164 and 7 samples (respectively578

6.33×10−3%, 1.36×10−3%, and 5.73×10−5% of the total).579
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To gain some information about how PCN or PCS individually contribute to the580

differences shown Figure 7a, 7b and 7c give the corresponding histograms of (PCN-Em)581

and (PCS-Em), respectively, where Em is the Kan and Lee (1979) coupling function aimed582

at predicting the magnetopause electric field from interplanetary observations and which583

is used to scale both PCN and PCS. The Em data series have been lagged by the op-584

timum propagation delay of δt = 19min derived in Section 3. These distributions are585

not symmetrical, both showing a greater tail of negative values when Em exceeds the586

PCI in question. However when we compare the levels of (PCN-Em) and (PCS-Em) in587

Table 3 out to ±4σ, we find they agree quite closely: the +4σ points differing in mag-588

nitude by 0.65 mVm−1 (a 4.5% deviation) and the −4σ points differing in magnitude589

by 0.94 mVm−1 (a 4.0% deviation). Hence this test against the interplanetary coupling590

function shows no systematic differences between the behaviour of PCN or PCS for 99.993%591

of the samples. There are, however, a few “rogue” points. There is an indication in Fig-592

ure 7b that PCN gives a slight excess of points above the +4σ level. More noticeable593

is a clear additional peak in Figure 7c (for PCS ) below the −4σ level. However, note that594

these tails contain just 86 samples each.595

We conclude that the numbers samples that do not seem to be showing the same596

general behaviour in PCN and PCS is extremely low and that for 99.994% of samples597

there is no evidence for a systematic error in either PCN and PCS. Nevertheless, Fig-598

ure 7a shows that they can differ significantly and Figures 7b and 7c show they can also599

differ significantly from the observed (lagged) interplanetary coupling function, Em, used600

to calibrate the indices. This behaviour is expected physically because the induction ef-601

fects of changing magnetic fields give a curl of the electric field and so decouple the elec-602

tric fields at any one time on different points of open field lines.603

3 Comparison with solar wind coupling functions604

The PCI indices are generated using the regression with the coupling function by605

Kan and Lee (1979) which aims to estimate the electric field along the magnetopause606

reconnection line (the reconnection rate), Em from interplanetary measurements. How-607

ever, the study by Ridley and Kihn (2004) found that the polar cap indices actually cor-608

relate best with transpolar voltage ΦPC which, on average and neglecting any viscous-609

like voltage, equals the magnetopause reconnection voltage ΦD = Em.LX where LX610

is the length of the magnetopause reconnection X-line. Hence where Em is the flux trans-611

fer rate per unit length of the X-line from open to closed, ΦD is the total rate of flux trans-612

fer from open to closed. Furthermore, (Troshichev, 2022) proposes that the PCI quan-613

tify energy input into the magnetosphere, and so should correlate best with interplan-614

etary coupling functions that predict power input into the magnetosphere. As pointed615

out by Lockwood and McWilliams (2021a) and (Lockwood, 2022), there is no such thing616

as a “Universal” coupling function that predicts all aspects of the magnetosphere-ionosphere617

system and the optimum solar wind coupling function needs to be tailored to what as-618

pect of the magnetosphere-ionosphere-thermosphere system it is aimed at predicting. This619

section studies coupling functions that best predict the polar cap indices.620

The first need is to establish the optimum delay between IMF conditions at the nose621

of the bow shock (as given by the Omni dataset) and the PCI response. The Omni dataset622

uses an estimated propagation lag from the the satellite to the nose of the bow shock and623

it should be noted that this generates problems for 1-minute data as it can mean that624

some plasma is predicted to overtake other plasma in a way that is not physically pos-625

sible. This paper evaluates the optimum delay for one-minute lag timescales (the res-626

olution of the raw data) and for running one-hour means of the one-minute data. A wide627

variety of coupling functions were investigated but this paper describes the results for628

just three: the predictor of magnetopause reconnection electric field Em proposed by Kan629

and Lee (1979) (and used to scale PCN and PCS ); the power input into the magneto-630

sphere estimate Pα proposed by Vasyliunas et al. (1982) and the best fit estimator of mag-631
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Figure 8. (Top) Lag correlograms (linear correlation coefficient, r as a function of lag δt)

between the PCI indices and (mauve) the magnetopause reconnection voltage ΦD, (orange) the

magnetopause reconnection electric field Em, and (blue) the power input into the magnetosphere

Pα, all computed from solar wind parameters. Parts (a) and (b) are for the raw 1-min data and

(c) and (d) for running means over intervals of duration τ = 1hr. (a) and (c) are for PCN and

(b) and (d) are for PCS. (Bottom) the corresponding p-values of the null hypothesis that the cor-

relation r at a general lag δt is the same as the peak correlation rp, computed using the Meng-Z

test for the significance of the difference between related correlations (Meng et al., 1992). The

horizontal black dashed lines are the 1-σ level which are used to define the uncertainty in the

optimum lag, shown by the error bars in the top panels.
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netopause reconnection voltage ΦD derived by Lockwood and McWilliams (2021a). The632

formula for Em is given in Equation 2. Pα is given by633

Pα = B2α(mswNsw)
(2/3−α)V (7/3−2α)

sw sin4(θ/2) (3)

where α is the “coupling exponent” which Lockwood (2019) found to be 0.36. The volt-634

age coupling function is635

ΦD = B0.643(mswNsw)
0.018V 0.552

sw sin2.5(θ/2) (4)

The top row of Figure 8 shows the lag correlograms and marks the peak correla-636

tion rp at a lag δtp with vertical dashed lines. The bottom row shows the probability p637

that the correlation is the same as the peak value. This is derived using the Meng-Z test638

for the difference between correlations for inter-correlated parameters (Meng et al., 1992),639

which is used to derive the uncertainty in the best lag. This test gives the probability640

that the correlation between A and B is different from the correlation between A and641

C, allowing for the correlation between B and C and the autocorrelation (ACF) of A.642

In the present application, it tests the significance of the difference between the peak cor-643

relation rp (at lag δtp) and that at a general lag δt, r, allowing for the correlation be-644

tween the time series at lags δtp and δt and the acf of the PCI time series. The verti-645

cal dashed lines in parts (e)-(h) show where p falls below the 1-σ level beyond which r646

can be considered significantly different to rp. This gives the uncertainty bars on δtp shown647

in parts (a)-(d). For the one-minute data δt = 19±4 min applies to all three parame-648

ters. For the 1-hour averages the correlograms are much flatter and so the uncertainties649

in δtp are much greater: the optimum lags are given in Table 4. This paper employs the650

given optimum lags for τ=1hr but we should note their large uncertainties.651

Figure 8 shows that, of the three coupling functions, ΦD correlates best with both652

PCN and PCS and that PCS gives slightly better correlations than PCN. Peak corre-653

lation for τ=1 min is at a delay δtp of about 20 min which is somewhat longer than the654

6-8 min expected for response in the dayside magnetopause (typically 5min to cross the655

magnetosheath and 1min to propagate down dayside field lines into the cusp ionosphere)656

and the larger lag shows the PCI respond to changes in flows and electric fields in the657

central polar cap as the convection pattern responds (Morley & Lockwood, 2005). The658

correlogram is asymmetric with more persistence after peak response than before it, which659

is consistent with the PCI also correlating with the lagged nightside auroral activity in-660

dices, as does transpolar voltage (Lockwood & McWilliams, 2021b). This also explains661

why in the hourly averages the response peaks at a lag near 40min.662

Using the optimum lags δtp for τ= 1 hr, we can generate the data-density plots shown663

in Figure 9 and the correlation details given in Table 4. For correlation studies at τ=664

1 hr, this paper uses independent means of hourly intervals containing >50 one-minute665

samples (>83%) that have been shifted by the optimum lag δtp derived in Figure 8 from666

1-hour running means. Table 4 also gives the p-value for the null hypothesis that there667

is no correlation (pr, which is always below the detection threshold) and the rank order668

n of the correlation coefficients. The last two columns give the probability, pδrn , that669

the correlation is not significantly lower than the correlation above it in the rank order.670

That comparison is made between the north and south hemisphere for the same inter-671

planetary coupling function in the first of these two columns and for the different cou-672

pling functions in the same hemisphere in the second of the two columns: the correla-673

tion compared with is given by the rp rank number, n, in brackets. The pδrn values are674

derived using the Meng-Z test, described above.675

Table 4 shows that the correlations for all three interplanetary coupling functions676

are slightly, but significantly, greater for PCS than for PCN and that for both hemispheres,677
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Table 4. Comparison of correlations between PCN and PCS with various parameters at τ =

1hr.

Data N δtp ∆rms rp rank pr pδrn pδrn same
(min) (mVm−1) n N-S hemisphere

PCS & ΦD 58182 39 (+30/-27) 0.79 0.864 1 < 10−20 - -
PCN & ΦD 55051 37 (+32/-28) 0.84 0.851 2 < 10−20 (1)a 0.032 -
PCS & Pα 58192 35 (+34/-31) 0.89 0.808 3 < 10−20 - (1)a 0.000

PCN & ΦPC 55051 0 0.85 0.763 4 < 10−20 - (2)a 0.000
PCS & Em 58192 37 (+36/-31) 0.90 0.759 5 < 10−20 - (3)a 0.433
PCN & Pα 55051 33 (+40/-34) 0.95 0.751 6 < 10−20 (3)a 0.027 (5)a 0.000
PCN & Em 55051 35 (+37/-32) 0.96 0.746 7 < 10−20 (5)a 0.013 (6)a 0.577

arank number n of the correlation compared

the correlation is significantly greatest for ΦD. The statistical significances of the dif-678

ferences between the correlations for Pα and Em are low.679

Figure 9 shows the linear correlation coefficients are highest for ΦD because its vari-680

ation with the PCI is nearly linear. Superposed on the data density plots of the indices681

as a function of the coupling function are the linear regression fits (the mauve lines) and682

q-q plots (white points that are 0.01% apart in quantile level and the three red points683

are the 99, 99.9 and 99.99 percentiles). Such q-q plots compare the distributions of the684

two parameters: if they have the same distribution shape the points line up along the685

linear regression line, which is the case for the ΦD-PCI plots for all but the largest 0.03%686

of the data in the case of PCN (Figure 9a) and all but the top 0.01% of the data in the687

case of PCS (Figure 9d). The colour pixels of the data density plot at large values and688

the highest quantiles of-the q-q plot do show some saturation. This saturation is much689

greater for the other two coupling functions, which have a larger “heavy tail” compared690

to the PCI indices. In these cases, the q-q plot departs from the linear regression line,691

most clearly above the 99.0 percentile. This behaviour, as discussed earlier in Section692

1.4, has usually been interpreted as a physical mechanism limiting the terrestrial response.693

However, it can also be interpreted as showing that the coupling function used is not op-694

timum, not being a linear predictor of the terrestrial response.695

For both PCN and PCS the best linear regression is for the hourly means (using696

the optimum lag of δtp of 38 min) is697

⟨ΦD⟩τ=1hr = 18.862×⟨PCI⟩τ=1hr + 6.14 (5)

where ΦD is in kV and PCI (either PCN or PCS ) is in mVm−1.698

4 The effect of averaging timescale, τ699

Figure 9 shows that ΦD is a good linear predictor of both PCN and PCS for av-700

eraging timescales of τ= 1 hr. However looking at the equivalent plots for τ= 1 min, a701

somewhat more complex picture emerges. Figure 10 shows this relationship in three dif-702

ferent ways. The left-hand column gives data-density plots, overlaid with a linear regres-703

sion fit and a q-q plot (as shown in parts (a) and (d) of Figure 8 for τ= 1 hr). As for704

the 1-hour data shown in Figure 9a and 9d, there is some saturation in the data-density705

and q-q plots for the 1-min PCI values in Figures 10a and 10d. The quantiles of the q-706

q plot show the distributions of PCI and ΦD are different above the second red q-q points707

for which is for the 99.9 percentile, in other words it only effects the largest 0.1% of the708

1-minute PCI values. Note that for both indices, all but this extreme tail of the distri-709
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Figure 9. Data density plots (2-dimensional histograms) of hourly means (τ = 1hr) of (top

row) PCN and (bottom row) PCN against coupling functions derived from interplanetary obser-

vations: (a) and (d) are for the estimated magnetopause reconnection voltage, ΦD; (b) and (e)

are for the normalised estimated power into the magnetosphere Pα/Po (Po being the average of

Pα over all data); and (c) and (f) are for the predicted merging electric field electric field, [Em].

All interplanetary parameters are lagged by the optimum lags δtp for τ = 1hr derived from Fig-

ure 8. The logarithm of the numbers of simultaneous independent sample pairs, N, are plotted

for bins of size that is given in each panel. The mauve line is the best linear least-squares fit to

the data. The white dots are q-q plots for quantiles 10−4 apart (the points colored red being for

the 99, 99.9 and 99.99 percentiles). Also given in each panel is the total number of samples ΣN ,

the linear correlation coefficient r and the r.m.s. fit residual for the optimum linear regression,

∆rms.

.
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Figure 10. Three ways of studying the relationship at time resolution τ = 1min between the

magnetopause reconnection voltage ΦD, estimated from interplanetary parameters using equation

4, against (top row) PCN and (bottom row) PCS. The optimum lags δtp, defined by the peak

correlations in Figure 8, are used. The data are for 1998-2018. The left hand panels (a) and (d)

are data density plots (2-dimensional histograms) of (top) PCN and (bottom) PCS against the

predicted reconnection voltage ΦD . The logarithm of the numbers of simultaneous independent

samples pairs, N, is colored in bins that are ∆PCB = 0.5 mVm−1 by ∆ΦD = 0.5 kV in size. In

these panels the white line shows the q-q plot, on which the red points are for the 99, 99.9, and

99.99 percentiles. The mauve line is the least-squares linear regression fit. The middle panels (b)

and (e) show the probability density functions (pdf), N/ΣΦN , where ΣΦN is the sum of N for

that value of ΦD. The black line is the best non-linear polynomial fit to the mode values of the

pdfs and the red lines are the polynomial fits to the ±1σ points of the pdfs. The right-hand plots

(c) and (f) are scatter plots on which are superposed the same lines as in parts (b) and (e).

bution the variation is very close to linear, but the linear regression line for all data has710

been pulled to a different slope than applies to 99.9% of the data by the extreme tail of711

the distribution. The best-fit linear regression is again the same for both PCI:712

⟨ΦD⟩τ=1min = 27.413×⟨PCI⟩τ=1min (6)

where, again, ΦD is in kV and PCI is in mVm−1. The slope is considerably greater be-713

cause of the saturation effect that limits the PCI values at the largest ΦD and a linear714

fit is clearly not ideal.715

Parts (b) and (e) of Figure 10 show the same data but instead of colour contour-716

ing the (logarithm) of the number of samples in each bin, log10(N) as in parts (a) and717

(d), they show the probability density in each bin N/ΣΦN , where ΣΦN is the sum of718
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N over all bins at that value of ΦD. The black line is a second-order polynomial fit to719

the mode of these probability density functions (PDFs) and the red lines are fitted to720

the ±1σ points of the PDFs.721

Parts (c) and (f) of Figure 10 are traditional scatter plots and the fits given in parts722

(b) and (e) are reproduced. It is immediately apparent there are a lot of data points out-723

side the ±1σ lines, especially at lower ΦD values where ΣΦN is particularly large. The724

effect of these outliers can be seen in the data-density plots (a) and (d) but is not as widespread725

as in the scatter plots because although the colour scale goes right down to the one-count726

level (N=1, log10(N)=0 ) it does not register single samples in a bin. Hence the scatter727

plots (c) and (f) tell us about outliers, but nothing about the bulk of the distribution728

(where the blue data points merge into a blue continuum).729

The worst outliers in the scatter plats are in PCS but there are only about 50 of730

these (out of a total of over 11 million samples). This certainly does not point to a prob-731

lem with the processing procedure. They are more likely perturbation of the magnetome-732

ter observations (for example by a metal object passing nearby) or they could be per-733

turbed by flare- or precipitation-induced conductivity effects. Troshichev et al. (2022b)734

note that solar proton events cause differences between PCN and PCS implying these735

particles have access to the polar ionospheren that can be slightly fdifferent in the two736

hemispheres. Less extreme outliers are seen in both PCS and PCN but there is a dif-737

ference as for PCN they tend to be at the largest index values whereas for PCS they738

are symmetrically at the largest and lowest index values.739

The second-order fits give the following formulae for the optimum ΦD and the up-740

per and lower 1−σ limits, [ΦD]hi and [ΦD]lo. The fits are valid for one-minute data with741

−2≤PCI≤ 20 mVm−1.742

ΦD = 860− 180×(22− PCI)1/2 (7)

[ΦD]lo = 785− 138×(33− PCI)1/2 (8)

[ΦD]hi = 1450− 310×(20− PCI)1/2 (9)

where, ΦD is in kV and PCI (either PCN or PCS ) is in mVm−1.743

The equivalent plots to Figure 10 were generated for Pα and for [Em] at τ = 1 min744

resolution and they show same sort of the behaviour, as would be expected from the plots745

for τ = 1 hr in Figure 9, other than the saturation effect is greater and sets in at lower746

values than for ΦD. Non-linear saturation effects between the Em coupling function and747

various versions of PCI have been reported in the past (for example Matzka & Troshichev,748

2014; Troshichev et al., 2006; Vennerstrøm, 2019) and has been attributed to incorrect749

calibration parameters (Stauning, 2018). The present paper is aimed at discussing the750

differences between the current versions of PCN and PCS published by ISGI and not751

if, nor how, the scaling and calibration of both could be improved. Hence the key point752

emphasised here is that Figures 7, 9 and 10 all show the same behaviour for PCN and753

PCS. On that point, a procedure for generating interplanetary coupling functions tai-754

lored to a given terrestrial disturbance measure and that was designed to maximise lin-755

earity (and so minimise saturation), has been developed by Lockwood and McWilliams756

(2021a) and Lockwood (2022) from the analysis initially presented by Vasyliunas et al.757

(1982) in their development of Pα. This could be applied to the PCI: such work is be-758

yond the scope of the present paper but should be carried out.759
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Figure 11. The left-hand panels are data density plots (2-dimensional histograms) of PCN

and against the transpolar voltage derived from the northern hemisphere SuperDARN radar ar-

ray ΦPC from the survey of 25 years of observations by Lockwood and McWilliams (2021b). The

logarithm of the numbers of simultaneous independent samples pairs, N, in bins that are ∆PCN

= 0.25 mVm−1 by ∆ΦPC = 2.5 kV in size are plotted. (a) is for τ = 1hr, (b) is for τ = 1day.

The mauve line is the best linear regression and the white dots show the q-q plot with quantiles

10−4 apart, and the red points are for the 99, 99.9, and 99.99 percentiles. The total number

of samples ΣN , the linear correlation coefficient r and the r.m.s. fit residual for the optimum

linear regression, ∆rms are given in each case. The black and orange line is the magnetopause

reconection voltage ΦD predicted from PCN using Equation 5. The right-hand panels are the

corresponding pdf plots.

5 Relationship with transpolar voltage760

This section studies the relationship of hourly means of PCN with the simultane-761

ous transpolar voltage derived from the northern-hemisphere SuperDARN radars using762

the map-potential technique. The dataset of 1-hour integrations from 25 years of data763

by Lockwood and McWilliams (2021b) is employed. This section will also look at the764

effect of further averaging using daily means. The results are shown in Figure 11. It is765

clear that here is a strong relationship between the two (the correlation coefficient is 0.763).766

However, the q-q plot shows, it is complex, particularly at low transpolar voltages.767

This is to be expected because the transpolar voltage measurements of (Lockwood768

& McWilliams, 2021b) take the largest potential difference, irrespective of where the max-769

imum and minimum of the potential pattern are. That means that a northward-IMF lobe770

reconnection potential would be a positive ΦPC but would give negative PCN and this771

would explain the behaviour of the q-q plot at low values. It also influences the linear772
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Table 5. Relationship of PCN to northern-hemisphere transpolar voltage ΦPC from the Super-

DARN radar network

parameter τ
(hr)

number of samples N 1 64393
linear correlation r 1 0.763

probability of r = 0 p 1 0
regression slope s 1 0.0379 mVm−1/kV

regression intercept c 1 0.4788 mVm−1

r.m.s fit difference ∆rms 1 0.7382 mVm−1

regression slope s′ 1 15.372 kV/mVm−1

regression intercept c′ 1 22.866 kV
r.m.s fit difference ∆′

rms 1 14.875 kV

number of samples N 24 5648
linear correlation r 24 0.822

probability of r = 0 p 24 0
regression slope s 24 0.0456 mVm−1/kV

regression intercept c 24 0.7175 mVm−1

r.m.s fit difference ∆rms 24 0.5445 mVm−1

regression slope s′ 24 14.799 kV/mVm−1

regression intercept c′ 24 22.805 kV
r.m.s fit difference ∆′

rms 24 9.804 kV

aPCN = sΦPC + c ; b ΦPC = s′PCN + c′.

regression fit to some extent (mauve line) and is one reason why it predicts a higher ΦPC773

than the predicted ΦD at a given PCN. However, this is not the only reason because Fig-774

ure 11b shows that the peaks of the pdfs are at a consistently greater ΦPC than the best-775

fit ΦD. Away from the negative PCN values, the q-q plot is highly linear, showing ΦPC776

and PCN have matching distributions, just as its linearity in Figure 9a shows ΦD and777

PCN have matching distribution forms for most of the distribution. The difference be-778

tween the fitted ΦPC and ΦD at a given PCN grows with activity level and so may show779

the effect of increased nightside reconection voltage ΦN on PCN, consistent with the ob-780

servations that the PCI correlate with auroral electrojet indices. This could be the case781

because avaraging over a timescale of τ of one hour is not sufficient to generate steady782

state (for which ΦN = ΦD). Parts (c) an (d) of Figure 11 show that the difference be-783

tween the predicted ΦD and ΦPC at a given PCN is reduced for τ of one day, but is still784

not zero. The correlations and linear regressions between between ΦPC and PCN at av-785

eraging timescales of one hour and one day are given in Table 5.786

Because of the complication of PCN having both polarities, whereas ΦPC is only787

positive, Figure 11 was regenerated using only positive values of PCN (not shown). In788

addition, because the coupling function used to scale PCN, Em is also only positive the789

analysis was also repeated using |PCN | (also not shown). In both cases, the results were790

almost identical to Figure 11, other than there were no values below |PCN | = 0. The791

reason is the “Cooks distance” (also called “Cooks-D”) factor is very small for the neg-792

ative PCN values and so they do not influence the regression fit or the correlation to a793

great extent.794
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6 Dipole tilt effects795

Our understanding of variations of geomagnetic activity with Universal Time UT796

and fraction of the calendar year F (see recent reviews by Lockwood & Milan, 2023; Lock-797

wood, Owens, Barnard, Haines, et al., 2020; Lockwood, McWilliams, et al., 2020; Lock-798

wood, Owens, Barnard, Watt, et al., 2020; Lockwood et al., 2021) requires that such ef-799

fects are seen in the PCI and that is investigated in this section. A central part of that800

understanding is the Russell-McPherron effect of the dipole tilt on the magnetopause re-801

connection rate ΦD (Russell & McPherron, 1973) and the key to identifying that effect802

is to sort the data into the two polarities of the Y -component of the IMF in the GSEQ803

frame of reference (Lockwood, Owens, Barnard, Haines, et al., 2020; Zhao & Zong, 2012).804

This is done for all the PCN and PCS data in Figure 12. The right-hand panels show805

the values of ΦD predicted from the lagged IMF parameters at the time of the PCI data,806

(c) being for IMF [BY ]GSEQ > 0 and (f) for [BY ]GSEQ < 0. The black contours are807

the predictions for the idealised demonstration of the Russell-McPherron effect for which808

[BZ ]GSEQ = 0 (i.e., the IMF lies in the solar equatorial plane as it does on average and809

as predicted by Parker spiral theory). This yields the observed peaks in ΦD around 10UT810

at the September equinox (F = 0.726) for [BY ]GSEQ > 0 and around 22UT at the March811

equinox (F = 0.216) for [BY ]GSEQ < 0.812

Both PCN and PCS have fundamentally the same behaviour as ΦD in that both813

show these peaks. However, there are some anomalous features. In particular, in both814

hemispheres the peaks show consistent extensions into the summer hemisphere (the sum-815

mer solstice is at F = 0.471 in the northern hemisphere and at F = 0.972 in the south-816

ern). Furthermore, that summer solstice peak is either preceded by, or follows, an un-817

usually deep minimum.818

Figure 13 is the same as Figure 12, but the data used are restricted for when the819

IMF is strongly northward (specifically, the lagged [BZ ]GSM component exceeds +3nT).820

By excluding all data for southward or near-zero, this reveals the features associated with821

strongly northward IMF. The main remaining features seen are around summer solstice822

(F≈0.5 for PCN and F≈1 for PCS ) with positive-then-negative PCN and negative-then-823

positive PCS seen with increasing UT. This behaviour is explained in the discussion Sec-824

tion 7.3. Note that the right-hand column shows that equinox peaks seen in ΦD have825

almost completely disappeared for this strongly northward-IMF data subset.826

7 Discussion and Conclusions827

This paper has studied similarities and differences between the northern and south-828

ern polar cap indices and which aspects of solar wind-magnetosphere coupling of which829

they are good indicators. There are two parts to the question posed by the title of this830

paper. The first part is “to what extent do the PCN and PCS indices agree?” Given831

that there are 20 years of simultaneous 1-minute data classed as definitive, a detailed study832

of these indices allows us to answer this question quantitatively and with some consid-833

erable certainty. The second part is “to what extent should they agree?”. This part is834

considerably harder to answer and in this paper is not answered quantitatively. How-835

ever, there are indications from theory, from global numerical modelling of the magnetosphere-836

ionosphere system and from comparing both to the Em coupling function, derived from837

interplanetary parameters, that is used to scale both PCN and PCS. Hence although this838

paper has not quantified the level of disagreement we should expect between PCN and839

PCS it has outlined the physical reasons why we should expect them to differ. These840

reasons go far beyond the differences in polar ionospheric conductivity that are the most841

frequently invoked factor. However, consideration of these factors (in particular, induc-842

tion effects, northward IMF effects and conductivity effects) does suggest that most of843

the time the differences between PCN and PCS are real and physical in origin. Even844

some of the largest differences may be physical in origin and due to transient events, such845
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Figure 12. Fraction-of-year (F ) - Universal Time UT plots of: (left-hand column) average

PCN ; (middle column) average PCS and (right-hand column) average ΦD. The means of all one-

minute data are taken in bins that are 1/36 wide in F and 1 hr wide in UT. The upper row is for

IMF [BY ]GSEQ > 0 (at the optimum lag before the PCI measurements) the lower row for IMF

[BY ]GSEQ < 0. The black lines are two contours of the IMF orientation factor for the simplified

demonstration of the Russell-McPherron effect in which the IMF lies in the solar equatorial plane

([BZ ]GSEQ = 0). Adapted from Lockwood and Milan (2023).
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Figure 13. Plot using the same format as Figure 12, but the data used is restricted to times

when the lagged IMF [BZ ]GSM component (lagged by the optimum lag of δt = 19 min) exceeds

+3nT.

.
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as conductivity enhancement in one polar cap by a large solar flare, but some others could846

be due to equipment or processing errors. However, the analysis presented does suggest847

that these are rare.848

7.1 Interhemispheric differences849

The scatter plots (Figures 10c and 10f) and the distribution of the differences (Fig-850

ure 7a) show that there are a few one-minute data points of the southern hemisphere in-851

dex PCS that are extreme outliers and an even smaller number of such PCN estimates.852

However, they are minuscule in number (of order 80 out of 11.4 million simultaneous PCS853

and PCN samples) and so do not reveal a persistent error in the data processing algo-854

rithms. It is recommended that this small number of outliers are studied and either flagged855

as being caused by an unusual conductivity event (e.g. a solar flare in the summer hemi-856

sphere) or are removed if due to an instrumental error.857

The overall agreement between the general behaviour of the two indices is excel-858

lent and where there are differences between simultaneous 1-minute data they are cer-859

tainly not larger than we should expect because of induction effects on the field-aligned860

mapping of electric fields and/or major hemispheric differences in northwarde-IMF re-861

connection occurrence and rate at the sunward edges of the lobes. For the 1998-2018 (in-862

clusive) period studied, the overall averages of PCN and PCS agree to within a differ-863

ence of 0.0043 mVm−1 (0.46% of the overall mean of 0.9464 mVm−1). Table 2 shows how864

the correlation between PCN and PCS rises and the rms deviation falls as the averag-865

ing timescale τ is increased, as we would expect because of induction effects and tem-866

poral variability in the magnetospheric magnetic field.867

The quantile-quantile (q-q) plots of PCN against PCS (parts (a) and (b) of Fig-868

ure 4) show that they have almost identical distributions. The only exceptions to this869

are at the lowest 1% of values (which are negative) for which PCN shows more large am-870

plitude values than PCS. This is the opposite to the expectation from Figure 2 which871

showed that the rate of change of MLT with UT, when in the region where sunward con-872

vection (negative values) are expected, was lower for Vostok than for Thule, which means873

Vostok spends longer in that region and should see NBz sunward convection more of-874

ten then Thule. However, the difference seen in the q-q plots could still be related to the875

location of the observing sites because, as shown by part (a) and (d) of Figure 1, the two876

sites differ in the locations relative to the eccentric dipole fields. This spatial difference877

would matter more for the more localized convection cells inside the polar cap for north-878

ward IMF than for the larger scale convection in the polar cap for southward IMF. An-879

other potential source of the difference is the larger offset of the geomagnetic and rota-880

tional poles in the Southern hemisphere (Koochak & Fraser-Smith, 2017), which may881

facilitate lobe reconnection at some times, but make it less common at others. We should882

also note that the effect is very small and restricted to values below -1 mVm−1. Nev-883

ertheless, there are 223314 1-min samples below this level in PCN but only 134551 in884

PCS, making strong sunward convection at PCI below this -1 mVm−1 level 40% less com-885

mon in PCS than in PCN. It should also be remembered that Figure 4 shows that for886

positive values the distributions are close to identical. The correlations with solar wind887

coupling functions are very slightly, but significantly, higher for PCS than for PCN.888

7.2 Induction effects889

The effects decoupling the electric fields and voltages that exist simultaneously in890

the two polar caps are stressed by Figure 7 which shows that the distributions of differ-891

ences between simultaneous 1-minute values of PCN and PCS is quite similar to the dis-892

tributions of differences between each and the Kan and Lee (1979) magnetopause recon-893

nection rate estimate coupling function, Em. Table 5 shows that the distributions of (PCN−894

Em) and of (PCS−Em) are slightly broader than that of (PCN −PCS) which is to895
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be expected, given that Em will not be a perfect estimate of the actual reconnection rate896

and because in computing Em we have used the optimum lag between the interplane-897

tary data and the PC indices, δt, which in reality will vary around its mean value. The898

asymmetry in Figures 7b and 7c is caused by northward IMF conditions which can yield899

negative PCN and/or negative PCS, but Em is always positive and tends to zero for strongly900

northward IMF.901

The inductive decoupling of electric fields has been well demonstrated by ionospheric902

observations of the effects of southward turnings of the IMF. The response is to make903

the cusp aurora and dayside open-closed boundary erode equatorward in a geomagnetic904

frame as much as to drive poleward plasma flow (for example, Lockwood et al., 2006),905

which means that the voltage appearing in the ionosphere is smaller than that applied906

at the reconnection X-line. Lockwood et al. (1986) observed the expansion of the enhanced907

convection following a southward turning away from noon, an effect modelled by Morley908

and Lockwood (2005) who showed that the delay before peak response was was seen at909

dawn and dusk (and hence in ΦPC) was of order 12 minutes, consistent with the observed910

response delay variation with MLT (Lockwood & Cowley, 1988; Saunders et al., 1992).911

If we add to this the propagation lag to cross the magnetosheath of about 5 min and a912

field-aligned propagation time down the ionosphere of 1 min, we have a total of 18 min913

which is very close to the lag δt =19min between Em and the PCI that gives optimum914

correlation. This is also consistent with the survey of transpolar voltages from the Su-915

perDARN radars by Lockwood and McWilliams (2021b) whch yielded 20min lag between916

ΦPC and IMF southward component at the nose of the bow shock. During the time that917

the ionospheric response is growing, the magnetopause reconnection voltage ΦD exceeds918

ΦPC and the voltages and electric fields are not mapping. This was demonstrated by the919

recent survey of a whole year of data (2010) by Milan et al. (2021) who showed that al-920

though periods of directly-driven reconnection can occur when ΦD≈ΦPC and the same921

is true of quiet times, in general there are periods when the open flux FPC is rising when922

ΦD > ΦPC and when FPC is falling giving ΦD < ΦPC such that the ratio ΦD/ΦPC923

can readily vary between about 0.2 and 5, or even more at low values of ΦPC . This ex-924

plains the similar variability in the ratios of Em/PCN and Em/PCS seen in the present925

study.926

An interesting question arises when considering the effect of pole motions. Recent927

studies by Lockwood and Milan (2023); Lockwood et al. (2021, 2023) have shown that928

there are inductive effects caused by the diurnal cycle of sunward and antisunward mo-929

tions of the ionospheric polar caps. For an eccentric dipole model of the field these can930

cause simultaneous differences in the transpolar voltages ΦPC in the two hemispheres931

of up to about 50 kV, the prcise value depending on the dawn-dusk diameter of the open932

field line polar cap. From Equation 7 of the present paper, for a value of ΦD of 100 kV933

(so the polar cap voltages differ from this by ±25%), this would cause simultaneous PCI934

values of 2.98 mVm−1 and 5.32 mVm−1 (±28% of the mean value), but for ΦD of 50 kV935

(so the polar cap voltages differ from this by ±50%), this would cause PCI values of 0.48936

mVm−1 and 2.98 mVm−1 (±72% of the mean value). However, it is not certain that the937

pole-motions would register in the PCI data to this extent, the reason being that the mag-938

netometer stations share the diurnal sunward/antisunward motion of the polar cap and939

also are, essentially, a magnetic field measurement which does not depend on the refer-940

ence frame. However, if polar cap conductivities were constant, the change in ΦPC would941

be reflected in the polar cap currents and the deflections that they cause on the ground942

and so then the hemispheric differences in the PCI indices would be as great as calcu-943

lated above. Hence the deviation of one polar cap index from the other would be con-944

siderable. This is just for the regular diurnal induction effect caused by the motions of945

the Earth’s poles in a geocentric-solar frame. Other induction effects associated with so-946

lar wind-magnetosphere coupling, the substorm cycle and IMF BY and BX components947

could add considerably to this decoupling of the two indices.948
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7.3 Northward IMF responses949

The results from both polar caps show that the response of the indices to lobe mag-950

netopause reconnection is predominantly a phenomenon of the summer hemisphere. This951

may be an effect of ionospheric conductivity on the sensitivity of the indices to small dusk-952

to-dawn electric fields or it may be a reflection of the occurrence and voltage of lobe re-953

connection. Most likely it is a combination of both.954

The schematics in Figure 14 help explain the F-UT behaviour for northward IMF955

shown in Figure 13. The upper diagrams are convection patterns in an MLT -magnetic956

latitude frame. The red lines in all three diagrams are the ionospheric footpoints of ac-957

tive reconnection sites and in all three cases there is ongoing tail reconnection (voltage958

ΦN ) slowly shrinking the polar cap: the blue line is the open-closed field line boundary959

and the orange arrows show its motion as the polar cap shrinks. In part (a) there is no960

other reconnection taking place. In particular, there is no magnetopause reconnection,961

either subsolar (ΦD = 0) nor on the tail lobe magnetopause (ΦL = 0) and the pattern962

is as expected for a contracting polar cap by the ECPC model (Lockwood & McWilliams,963

2021b; Lockwood et al., 1990). Beneath the pattern is plotted the associated variation964

in the dawn-to-dusk electric field in the ionosphere, EY , as seen by the polar station as965

it rotates around the geomagnetic pole (the locus shown by the dashed line in the up-966

per panel). This electric field in the polar cap is positive and weak and is greater when967

the station is near 00 MLT as that is when it is closest to the footpoint of the tail re-968

connection site that is causing the flow.969

In parts (b) and (c) a lobe reconnection site is active (ΦL > 0): (b) applies to the970

northern hemisphere for IMF BY > 0 and to the southern hemisphere for IMF BY <971

0; conversely, (c) applies to the southern hemisphere for IMF BY > 0 and to the north-972

ern hemisphere for IMF BY < 0. The MLT of the footpoint of the lobe reconnection973

X-line is shifted by the effect of the IMF BY component of the field line mapping in the974

magnetosphere, as described by Cowley et al. (1991). Once reconnected, the field lines975

move towards either dawn or dusk under the field line curvature (a.k.a. “tension”) force,976

thois being the Svalgaard-Mansurov effect for northward IMF, as described by Stubbs977

et al. (2001). The motion of the observing site in MLT means that in (b) positive and978

then negative EY will be seen whereas in (c) negative then positive EY will be seen. This979

is exactly what is seen for summer data in Figure 13. The conclusion is that the polar980

cap indices are most sensitive to stirring lobe reconnection cells in the summer hemisphere981

during northward IMF.982

7.4 Optimum solar wind coupling function predictor983

This paper has defined the optimum lags between the solar wind conditions at the984

nose of the bow shock and the indices: for 1-minute data this lag is 19 min with a 1-σ985

uncertainty of ±4 min. The best correlations of the PCI with interplanetary parameters986

is with the estimated magnetopause reconnection voltage, ΦD, derived by Lockwood and987

McWilliams (2021a) (given by Equation 4. This performs significantly better as a pre-988

dictor of PCI than the estimated power input into the magnetosphere, Pα proposed by989

Vasyliunas et al. (1982), or the estimated magnetopause reconnection electric field Em990

proposed by Kan and Lee (1979). Note that Em is used in the derivation of the PCI. How-991

ever, this does not give it an advantage in the correlation studies because it scales the992

observed data, but does not change the waveform of the variation which is set by the ob-993

servations. This also means that there is no need to change the derivation of the PCI994

to use a different coupling function to Em.995
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Figure 14. Schematics of convection for northward IMF with no reconnection voltage in the

dayside magnetopause (ΦD=0) but ongoing reconnection in the cross tail current sheet (ΦN > 0).

The polar cap boundary is shown in blue and the polar cap is shrinking as shown by the orange

arrows. In part (a) there is no lobe reconnection (ΦL=0) but in (b) and (c) ΦL > 0. (b) Applies

to the northern polar cap when IMF BY > 0 and to the southern polar cap when BY < 0. Con-

versely, (c) applies to the northern polar cap when IMF BY < 0 and to the southern polar cap

when BY > 0. Underneath each convection schematic is the variation with MLT of the dawn-to-

dusk ionospheric electric field, EY , the polarity of which determines the polarity of the polar cap

index in that polar cap.
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Figure 15. Analysis of the variations with fraction of the calendar year, F of the occurrence

and average magnitude of sunward flows in the polar cap, as indicated by negative values of the

PCI. The top row (a)-(c) shows the occurrence frequency of negative values, fPCI<0 and the bot-

tom row (d)-(f) the mean value of the negative PCI values, ⟨PCI⟩PCI<0: red is for the northern

hemisphere PCI, PCN, and blue for southern, PCS. The left-hand column (a) and (d) are for all

available samples over the interval 1998-2018, the middle column for when the lagged IMF BX

component exceeds 5nT and the right-hand column shows when the lagged IMF BX is less than

-5nT. To enable comparisons, the dashed lines in all parts are for all data when the lagged IMF

field-strength B exceeds 5nT.

7.5 Dipole tilt and IMF BX effects996

The time-of-year/UT variations of the PCI are dominated by the Russell-McPherron997

effect on the dayside reconnection voltage. However there are also signatures of lobe re-998

connection in the summer hemisphere, as discussed above.999

Lastly, Figure 15 studies the effects of combinations of time-of-year, F and the IMF1000

BX component in driving sunward convection, as detected by negative PCI, during northward-1001

IMF conditions, as suggested in Figure 3 and indicated by Figure 5. Figure 15 shows vari-1002

ations with fraction of the calendar year F of the occurrence (fPCI<0) and average mag-1003

nitude (⟨PCI⟩PCI<0) of negative values of the PCI. Red is for the northern hemisphere1004

PCI, PCN, and blue for southern, PCS.1005

Parts (a) and (c) of Figure 3 suggest that lobe reconnection giving negative PCI1006

should be most easily facilitated is the summer hemisphere. This is seen to be the case1007

in Figures 15a and 15d. The summer/winter ratio of the occurrence frequencies of neg-1008
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ative PCN, fPCI<0, is about 1.6, and that for negative PCS is about 1.4. Larger val-1009

ues are seen in the summer/winter ratio of the means of all the negative values, ⟨PCI⟩PCI<01010

which is ≈4.0 for PCN and ≈3.8 for PCS.1011

The mean negative values are increased at all F by increased IMF magnitude B.1012

This is shown by the dashed lines in Figure 15d which plot the values ⟨PCI⟩PCI<0 for1013

the subset of the data with B > 5nT. Although the mean negative values are increased1014

in size at all F, they are most increased in summer and the summer/winter ratios are1015

≈4.9 and ≈5.2 for PCN and PCS, respectively. Figure 15a shows that the occurrence1016

frequencies of negative flow for B > 5nT are very similar indeed to the values for all1017

data. Thus we can infer that for higher IMF B the occurrence of lobe reconnection is1018

not changed but the voltage of that reconnection is increased. This dependence on the1019

IMF must be a reconnection effect and not associated with the ionospheric conductiv-1020

ities.1021

Parts (d) and (f) of Figure 3 suggest that lobe reconnection should be enhanced1022

in the Southern hemisphere for positive IMF BX and should be enhanced in the North-1023

ern hemisphere for negative IMF BX . Figures 15b and 15e are for the data subset with1024

BX > 5nT and Figures 15c and 15f are for the data subset with BX < −5nT. In each1025

case, the corresponding dashed line for the B > 5nT data subset is reproduced for com-1026

parison from Figures 15a and 15d. Figure 15e shows that for PCN the variations of ⟨PCI⟩PCI<01027

for the BX > 5nT and B > 5nT subsets are almost identical but that for PCS the1028

negative values are indeed somewhat enhanced in the summer hemisphere. Correspond-1029

ingly, Figure 15f shows that the means the negative PCS for the BX < −5nT and B >1030

5nT datasets are almost identical but the mean negative values in the summer hemisphere1031

for PCN are greater in magnitude for BX < −5nT. In both cases the winter values are1032

enhanced by about the same factor as the summer ones and so the summer/winter ra-1033

tios remain the same at 5 or over. This shows that positive/negative IMF BXnT does1034

enhance reconnection voltages in the southern/northern hemisphere, as predicted by Fig-1035

ure 3, but the effect is small compared to the summer-winter difference introduced by1036

the dipole tilt. There is no evidence that the reconnection voltage is simultaneously de-1037

creased in the opposite hemisphere by the IMF BXnT component.1038

The dependence of occurrence of negative values fPCI<0 on IMF BX is rather more1039

complex, as shown in Figures 15b and 15c. For BX < −5nT (Figure 15c) the occur-1040

rence of lobe reconnection is enhanced in northern hemisphere summer but decreased1041

in winter. The same thing is seen For BX > 5nT (Figure 15b) for the southern hemi-1042

sphere. However, both hemispheres and IMF BX polarities show shifts of the peaks and1043

troughs of fPCI<0 away from the solstices, unlike the behaviour of ⟨PCI⟩PCI<0. We in-1044

fer that many low-voltage lobe reconnections can occur at a variety of times but these1045

do not greatly influence the mean values of negative PCI which are determined primar-1046

ily by time-of-year with some effect of the IMF BX component, as predicted by Figure1047

3.1048

Note that for larger IMF magnitudes (B > 5nT ), the effects of lobe reconnection1049

on the polar cap indices is consistently 5 times greater in the summer hemisphere than1050

in the winter hemisphere. Including all data we find this factor is close to 4 (values of1051

⟨PCI⟩PCI<0 are larger for larger B but the summer/winter ratio is always between 41052

and 5. Thus the occurrence and effects of lobe reconnection during northward IMF at1053

the solstices is one significant reason why simultaneous PCS and PCN do not agree. How-1054

ever, the overall distribution of values of (PCN-PCS) shows considerable spread at 1-1055

minute resolution which decreases with averaging timescale and the overall means show1056

that there is no systematic difference between PCS and PCN. Other differences between1057

simultaneous values at high time resolution are readily explicable because of induction1058

effects that mean that solar wind electric fields do not map down open field lines into1059

the ionosphere, except in long-term averages.1060
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